The Charter Boat Rods offer
exceptional performance to meet
the demands of everyday anglers
looking for quality and value.

See full Terms and Conditions
on page 123

10000 9ft Tarpon
Spinning Rod

Superb multi-piece travel
spinning rods designed
for the overseas angler.

A great range of mid-priced boat rods that exceeded their
design brief to offer unbelievable performance for rods at this
price. Used hard, for the past four years on all our sponsored
charter boats around the coast, they have certainly stood the
test of time.

10000 Tarpon Spinning Rod
The Deep Blue ‘Tarpon Inshore’ Rod is designed for the
destination angler looking for the convenience of a
4-pce travel rod, which breaks down to just 30”. Will cast plugs
and surface poppers up to 100g and is designed for the smaller inshore tarpon.
A great ‘all-rounder’ equally at home rock or pier fishing for larger UK species.

The 7ft 6in blanks are the ideal length for the charter boat
angler or inshore boat fisherman. Fitted with strong, but lightweight graphite reel seats and SiC lined rings throughout,
the rings are well spaced to hold the line off the blank, even
under maximum load. The blanks are finished in a lustrous
deep blue with subtle self-colour whippings and cross whippings in red, gold and silver.

Lightweight 9ft 4-pce blank
Overlap joints for strength
Fast taper provides a sensitive tip
with plenty of reserve power down through the blank
Packs down to 30” for travelling
Finished in
our ‘trademark’ deep blue colour
Subtle, matching whippings
Lightweight nylon/graphite reel seats
SiC lined rings throughout
Complete with nylon rod bag and tough, Oxford drill rod tube

The high density foam grips offer all day comfort and
warmth, for winter fishing and there is a gimbal fitting as
standard on all models, with a foam cover. The rods come
in a nylon rod bag, with mesh front to allow them to dry
naturally, plus a hanging loop for easy storage.

Right: Hugh Shepherd with a 17kg GT
caught in the Andaman Islands on a Deep
Blue Popping/Boat Rod and an Accurate
Twin-Spin Reel. On the same trip, the
Deep Blue accounted for GT’s up to 38kg!

For 2015, the 3-pce Charter models will be replaced with
a new 2-pce model retaining all the action and feel of the
earlier models.

Below: Deep Blue Cross whipping detail.

10010 Deep Blue ‘Titanium’ Popping/Jigging Rod
New
for
2015

4-pce Charter Travel Boat Rods
For travelling convenience, we used our expertise
in designing multi-piece fly-rods, to develop 4-pce
blanks which pack down to a convenient 29”
for travelling. Using our well-proven Tri-Modulus
Carbon Technology, we use a subtle mix of different
modulus carbon fibres down through the blank, to
achieve a smooth power curve, every bit as good
as a 1-piece blank, with no ‘flat-spots’ on the joins.
Probably the best value, quality boat rod on the
market today!

10301 Charter
12lb Boat Rod

Deep Blue Charter Boat Rods 2-pce
Model

Description

Price		

10301
10302
10303
10304

Charter Boat Rod 7’6” 12lb class NEW
Charter Boat Rod 7’6” 20lb cass NEW
Charter Boat Rod 7’6” 30lb class NEW
Charter Boat Rod 7’6” 50lb class NEW

£79.99
£84.99
£87.99
£89.99

S4444
S4722
S4888
S4999

The rods come in a nylon rod bag and Cordura
rod tube for easy storage and protection.

100

10049
10050
10051
10052

Charter Boat Rod 7’6” 8–12lb class
Charter Boat Rod 7’6” 12–20lb class
Charter Boat Rod 7’6” 20–30lb class
Charter Boat Rod 7’6” 30–50lb class
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ALPS 100% Titanium Guides

DEEP BLUE SPINNING Rods Complete with quality cotton drill rod bag and Cordura Rod Tube.

Deep Blue 4-pce Charter Travel Boat Rods

Comes complete with...

Our popular Popping/Jigging Rod, has travelled the world and
accounted for some monster fish. For 2015 however, it was time to
upgrade it.
The new model is built with the innovative new ALPS 100% Titanium
guides for light weight and strength; they will simply never corrode, no matter how much abuse they
are given. Featuring a ‘Ring-Lock’ system, whereby the Zirconium ring liners, are locked in place, for
New
protection. Lightweight ALPS machined aluminium reel seat and finished with ‘Deep Blue’ crossfor
whippings.
2015
The cleverly designed blank comes with 5 sections to provide two rods in one!
In its 4-pce configuration, it is a powerful 8ft 6in Popping Rod, rated at PE
4-5 for lures of 100-150g (4-5oz), however we have many reports of fishing this with braid
up to 80lb with far larger lures. Capable of taming anything from tail-walking Tarpon, to
giant GT’s heading for the coral! This powerful new rod will easily throw large surface
poppers and plugs, but has reserves of power ready for the unexpected! Remove the
top two sections and fit them onto the additional ‘boat rod’ butt section supplied and it
converts to a powerful 3-pce 6ft 6in 20-30lb class Jigging/Boat rod, ideal for anything
from trolling for kingfish to deep water jigging. A perfect combination when travelling
overseas and luggage weight is all important. You effectively get two rods in one, packing
down to a convenient 29” (74cm) to fit your luggage. Both butt sections fitted with a
gimbal fitting and cover.

£112.99
£116.99
£118.99
£122.99

S6277
S6499
S6611
S6833

Model

Description

10000
Deep Blue ‘Tarpon Inshore’ Spinning Rod
10010
Deep Blue Popping /Jigging Rod NEW
		

Length / Line Wt

Rod Wt

Price			

9’
60–100g
256g/9.1oz
£179 S9944 		
8’ 6” 100–155g
320g/11.4oz
£299   S16611
6’ 6” 20–30lb 		 				

10010 Deep Blue
Popping / Boat rod
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Deep Blue Charter Boat Rods

